
WEBs-AX Integrated Security Systems

Video Surveillance Solutions



Protecting
what matters most with  
digital video security.

In a world that faces security challenges every day, 

protecting people, property, and possessions are 

critical. That's why Honeywell combines the quality 

and reliability of our products to create powerful 

security solutions. From cameras and domes to 

digital video recording, you'll have all the control you 

need to aggregate personnel, access and historical 

information from multiple locations onto one platform 

for system-wide reporting and programming. 

Integrated with your HVAC building automation 

systems, Honeywell has video and camera solutions 

that fit your building requirements and provides 

the protection you need. It's what matters most at 

Honeywell. 

And it's how we're building a world that's 

safer and more secure.
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Whether you need single site 

or enterprise access control, 

intrusion detection, or video 

surveillance, you can easily 

integrate security to your HVAC 

building automation systems.

Enterprise Security or WEBs Server

Rapid Eye DVR

Analog and IP Cameras

Monitor

Network

Building Automation Systems

Flexibility is key.

Network

Network
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The Rapid Eye™ Hybrid HD DVRs are designed for effective remote 

access, even over limited bandwidth. The fast and responsive network 

connection allows instant access to critical site information as you 

need it. Rapid Eye can record, search and transmit video, audio and 

data transactions while simultaneously providing users with both live 

monitoring and post-event playback operation. Rapid Eye Hybrid 

HD is fully integrated with Honeywell WEBs-AX Security products, 

access control and intrusion. From standalone remote systems to fully 

integrated enterprise solutions, Rapid Eye is effective in a wide range 

of security installations. 

ACUIX™ IP PTZ Cameras

Expand your view of everything in your environment with 

ACUIX, leading-edge pan/tilt/zoom camera system that 

offers world-class performance and seamless system 

integration.  ACUIX is loaded with software features that 

enhance performance and make installation and operation 

easy.  The lineup includes multiple housing configurations 

and camera systems, and all ACUIX PTZs feature 

Honeywell’s IntelliBus™ technology that allows users to 

remotely upload firmware to all domes and permits secure 

storage of all camera settings such as labels, presets, tours 

and privacy zones to the head end. 

ACUIX delivers round-the-clock viewing that never blinks.  

Now you can keep an eye on your business 24/7.

ACUIX ES PTZ

For customers with applications that require less advanced 

PTZ features, ACUIX ES has the most popular functionality 

without the added expense of more advanced PTZ domes – 

so you don’t pay for features you don’t need.

Rapid Eye™

Aesthetically Pleasing –  
     Advanced Processing
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ACUIX In-Ceiling & Pendant

For customers with the most demanding security needs, 

ACUIX is a feature-rich PTZ loaded with the latest value-

added technology for 24/7 active surveillance operations.

Applications: Government, Utilities, Corrections, Casinos, 

Airports, Seaports, Schools and Campuses. 

IP Security Cameras

Honeywell’s IP digital cameras provide high resolution protection for any business 

that is infinitely expandable over an existing network. The Honeywell IP security 

surveillance portfolio allows integration of a broader range of technology – including 

video analytics, megapixel, PTZ, box, and mini-dome cameras and a new video 

management platform – into existing analog systems. By integrating the latest 

in digital and IP technology with traditional analog components, end users can 

better control operational costs and maximize existing investments in surveillance 

equipment.

With IP video controls, you have the flexibility of one 
web-based system for HVAC, security and video.

Performance Series

Performance Series offers a variety of indoor, outdoor and 

low light cameras that let you pick just the right one for 

virtually any application. All Performance Series cameras 

are competitively priced whether you need the performance 

of IR illumination for low light environments or basic 

functionality for indoor or outdoor applications.



Designed for all Applications
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Systems Series Cameras and Domes

Bullet Camera

Honeywell’s discreet and stylish high-quality bullet-style cameras are designed with 

aesthetics, flexibility and ease of installation in mind. Externally accessible screw 

gears adjust the field of view and the focus of the Vari-Focal Auto Iris lens. A bottom 

mounted porthole provides access to the onscreen display menu and infrared (IR) 

power adjustment. The screw-tightened mounting bracket makes it difficult to 

knock the camera out of place and Digital Noise Reduction (DNR) technology and 

integrated light-emitting diodes (LEDs) improves overall image clarity and compression 

efficiencies on DVRs. 

Box Camera

Honeywell’s box cameras offer the flexibility and versatility required by the most 

demanding customer.  True Day/Night, high resolution color or black and white, this 

versatile camera can be mounted in various ways with one of several lens options.

Indoor Mini-Domes

Indoor mini-domes are all-inclusive units, combining camera, lens, and housing 

into a single package that is easy to install, and a good fit for retail and commercial 

applications. Honeywell’s indoor mini-domes are available in different sizes, lens 

options and other configurations.  

Indoor/Outdoor Mini-Domes

Honeywell’s vandal resistant, indoor/outdoor mini-dome cameras offer an excellent 

balance of rugged durability and aesthetic appeal.  With different mounting and 

profile options, there is a Honeywell indoor/outdoor mini-dome to suit nearly every 

surveillance application.
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Power Supplies

Compared to individual plug-in 

transformers, a multi-camera power 

supply reduces the overall cost of 

the installation and does not tie up 

multiple power outlets.  Centralized 

power distribution also facilitates easy 

camera synchronization. 

Mounts and Lenses

Honeywell's housings and mounts are the perfect accessories to complete your camera installation, 

and have been designed to withstand the most demanding indoor and outdoor environments.

Today's lens market is rapidly changing from part-time observation (day or night) to round-the-clock 

surveillance. Honeywell offers a real solution to day and night surveillance applications with its  

line-up lenses. With Honeywell lens technology, you now have the ability to upgrade or integrate 

video security systems affordably.



Automation and Control Solutions
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